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Figure 1 

Look at the picture very carefully. Fill in the missing words. They are listed 
below. 

Harvey cannot go into the house because his (i) __________tear up the carpets. 
He has to stay in the (ii)___________. Harvey doesn't like this because he gets 
(iii) ___________having no one to talk to. Besides, it's (iv) ___________in the 
garage and this makes Harvey rusty. Harvey (v) ______________all the letters 
but he cannot (vi) …………………………………………… ____________Harvey 
can do (vii) __________things at once. He can work in the (viii) 
__________because of the light on his head. 

His owner is thinking of taking the garden fork and lawn mower from Harvey's 
(ix)________________________. He wants Harvey to be able to work (x) 
___________the house. Harvey tried to mix a cake once, but he used his wrong 
arm and the cake mix ended up inside the. (xi)_______________. Last week 
something went wrong with Harvey's controls. He went round drilling (xii) 
__________in everything. The furniture looked as if it had woodworm. 

arms, many, lonely, damp, feet, safely, lick, dark, garage, 
posts, holes. 
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Complete the following exercise by filling in suitable pronouns listed 
below. 

1. (i) He baked a cake for Father, but he wanted to eat 
it_________________.  

2. (ii) Harvey kept ______________ busy by drilling holes.  
3. (iii) Mother found ___________ broom in Harvey's room.  
4. (iv) When we went on ____________ holidays, we took Harvey with us.  
5. (v) Harvey got _______________all confused when someone played with 

_________controls.  
6. (vi) Harvey told us to make ____________ at home in the kitchen.  
7. (vii) I watch TV by ____________ and not with Harvey.  
8. (viii) Harvey gave Paul and Susan ___________ ball back.  
9. (ix) Harvey is ______________ he belongs to me. 

himself, her, mine, ourselves, our, their, myself, his. 

 

 

 

 

 


